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Distal His64 (E-helix)!
influences variable ligand!

affinity; not directly bound to the!
iron center!





Visible absorption spectra of oxygenated (oxyHb) and 
deoxygenated (deoxyHb) hemoglobin	




Mb = hyperbolic!
Hb = sigmoidal	


p50 (Mb) = 4 mm!
p50 (Hb) = 30 mm	






n  > 1: positive cooperativity!
n = 1:  non-cooperative	




Hb(O2)nHx + O2     Hb(O2)n+1 + xH+! x ≈ 0.6!



CO2 + H2O  H+  +  HCO3
-!

Catalyzed by carbonic anhydrase in erythrocytes; decreased!
pH of actively metabolizing tissue results in enhanced release of !

O2 from Hb!

CO2 removal from tissue:  dissolved bicarbonate in  
blood; covalent transport via Hb 





R-NH2 + CO2  R-NH-COO-  +  H+!

Carbamate Formation (N-termini)	


DeoxyHb binds more CO2 as carbamate!
than does oxyHb	


CO2 removal from tissue:  dissolved bicarbonate in  
blood; covalent transport via Hb 





Comparison of the O2 dissociation curves of “stripped” Hb 
and whole blood in 0.01M NaCl at pH 7.0	


One 2,3-BPG!
molecule binds!
per Hb tetramer	






Binding of BPG to deoxyHb: selective stabilization of the T form	


BPG preferentially!
binds to deoxyHb: central!
cavity is smaller in oxyHb	




The effects of 2,3-BPG and CO2, both separately and 
combined, on the O2 dissociation curve of Hb compared with 

that of whole blood (red curve) 



The effect of high-altitude exposure on the p50 and the  
2,3-BPG concentration of blood in sea level–adapted individuals	




The O2 dissociation curves of blood adapted to sea level 
(black curve) and to high altitude (red curve).	










Structure of sperm whale myoglobin (Mb)	


Contains 8!
helices:  A-H!

Contains some !
310 helices	


Subunits of Hb!
are similar to Mb!



The amino acid sequences of the α and β chains of human 
hemoglobin and of human myoglobin 



Stereo drawings of the heme  
complex in oxyMb 

The heme is located in!
a hydrophobic pocket!

formed mainly by !
helices E and F.	


Fe(II) is 0.22 Å out!
of the heme plane in!

oxyMb on the proximal!
His93 side; O2 is bound 

in a bent geometry.!

Fe(II) is 0.55 Å out!
of plane in deoxyMb.	


Structures of oxyMb and!
deoxyMb are largely 

superimposable.	




The X-ray structure of deoxyHb as viewed  
down its exact 2-fold axes	


Tertiary structures of α and 
β subunits are similar to 
each other and to Mb.!



The X-ray structure of oxyHb as viewed down its exact  
2-fold axes.	




The major structural differences between the quaternary 
conformations of (a) deoxyHb and (b) oxyHb	


Oxygenation rotates!
the α1-β1 dimer by 15o with!
respect to the α2-β2 dimer;!

two-fold symmetry!
is maintained.	


4o forms:!
deoxyHb = T state (tense)!
oxyHb = R state (relaxed)	




The heme group and its environment in  
the unliganded α chain of human Hb.	


Note out-of-plane!
Fe(II) in deoxyHb (0.55 Å);!

ion moves nearly in-plane in!
oxyHb (0.22 Å), and pulls!

 on the proximal!
His93, thus moving the F helix.!



Triggering mechanism for the T → R transition in Hb 
(T = blue; R = pink) 





Species and reactions permitted under the 
symmetry (MWC) model of allosterism	


Conformational change alters!
affinity for ligand:  molecular!

symmetry conserved	




Koshland, Nemethy, Filmer (KNF)!

Binding to T-state induces conformational changes in!
unliganded subunits (intermediate affinity between T and R)	




Sequential binding of ligand in the sequential model of allosterism; 
molecular symmetry is not maintained in intermediate states	


Ligand affinity varies with number of bound ligands; !
intermediate conformations:  Hb	






The sequential and symmetry models of allosterism provide equally 
good fits to the measured O2-dissociation curve of Hb.	






Electron micrograph of deoxyHbS fibers spilling out of a 
ruptured erythrocyte; an amyloid-like disease	


Single-site!
mutation:!

Valine replaces!
Glu A3(6)β	




220-Å in diameter fibers of deoxyHbS:  an electron 
micrograph of a negatively stained fiber 



220-Å in diameter fibers of deoxyHbS:  a model, 
viewed in cross section, of the HbS fiber. 



Structure of the deoxyHbS fiber:  the mutant Val 6β2 fits neatly into 
a hydrophobic pocket formed mainly by Phe 85 and Leu 88 of an 

adjacent β1 subunit. 

Molecular!
basis for!

fibril formation!
in HbS!



Structure of the deoxyHbS fiber:  a schematic diagram indicating 
the intermolecular contacts in the crystal structure of deoxyHbS. 

Intermolecular association!
Val 6 of β2 binding !

in β1 pocket!




